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1. Introduction

Wildland fires mainly occur in the planetary bound-
ary layer (PBL), even though their plumes can some-
times extend to levels above the PBL. Surface wind
is one of the most important factors that affects how
wildfires spread. Generally, the wind affects the fire’s
rate of spread (ROS) by tilting the fire flame, there-
fore changing efficiency of heat transfer to the un-
burned fuel and affecting the subsequent ignition of
the fuel. There have been a number of experimen-
tal studies attempting to estimate the wildfire ROS
based on the wind speed (Fons, 1946; Anderson and
Rothermel, 1965; McArthur, 1966; Rothermel, 1972;
Anderson et al., 1982; Forestry Canada Fire Danger
Group, 1992; Cheney et al., 1993; Cheney et al., 1995,
Cheney et al., 1998). A review up to 1990 on the wind
effect on fires is given by Pitts (1991). Another review
is given by Beer (1991) on the interaction of wind and
fire. Recently, numerical models have also been used
to study the relationship between the two. Morvan et
al. (2002), using their physically based model, studied
wind effects on the wildland fire propagation through
Mediterranean shrub. Morvan et al. (2002) found
that fire spread is dominately determined by the ra-
diative and/or convective heat transfers depending on
the wind conditions.

While the atmospheric flow is turbulent in nature
in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) (Stull 1988)
none of the previously listed studies has explicitly taken
into account the effect of turbulence or gustiness of the
winds on the growth of the wildland fires. Because of
the interaction between the fires and the atmosphere,
the average wind over a certain period does not neces-
sarily have the same effect as the turbulent flow over
the same period on the fire spread and intensity. Sud-
den changes in the wind often lead to erratic changes
in the fire behavior and expose fire fighters to the ex-
treme dangers (National Wildfire Coordinating Group,
1980). Being able to account for turbulence effect on
the fire spread should improve the usefulness of ROS
predictions, therefore increasing fire fighting safety and
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the efficiency of other fire suppression efforts, such as
fire line breaks. For practical use, Crosby and Chan-
dler (1966) created a table to help firefighters estimate
gustiness based on the several hundred noon and af-
ternoon observations made at Salem, Missouri, during
fire seasons. Anderson et al. (1982) found a greater
variation in the fire spread than in wind speed in grass
fires in Australia.

Albini (1982a, 1982b) studied the response of free-
burning fires to nonsteady wind by using a combination
of an empirical representation of the power spectral
density of near–surface gustiness in high winds and a
theoretical model. He found that the variability of fire
ROS was erratic with standard deviation exceeding the
mean value for short periods of time in many fuels. In
Albini’s (1982a, 1982b) analyses, the interaction of the
fire with the environment could not be included. This
interaction could alter the ambient wind field signifi-
cantly.

Taylor et al. (2004) analyzed the variation in the
wind and crown fire behavior in northern jack pine–
black spruce forest based on the fires during the In-
ternational Crown Fire Modeling Experiment (ICFME)
described by Stocks et al. (2004). Taylor et al. (2004)
found that the ROS estimates during crown fires show
considerable variation within distances of up to 150 m
over periods of 1.5 – 10 min. They also found that
the variance in ROS was greater than variance in wind
speeds, and higher values were amplified.

In this study the University of Utah large eddy
simulation–wildfire coupled model (UULES–wildfire
coupled model) is used to take into account the fire
induced flow due to the interaction between the fire
and the atmosphere. The purpose is to examine how
turbulence or gustiness in the ABL affects the spread
of the fires and how the fires interact with the large
eddies in the ABL. Two types of PBL are examined.
One is a convective boundary layer (CBL) with noflow
organization. The other one contains the convective
rolls.

2. Numerical Experimental Set-up

The UULES–wildfire coupled model is used in this
study. The UULES (Zulauf 2001) was specially de-



signed to simulate small-scale atmospheric flows. It
is coupled with a fire rate of spread formula (Hirsch
1996 or Rothermel 1972), a fuel consumption param-
eterization and a tracer code described by Clark et al.
(2004). The coupling is implemented in such way that
the energy from combustion is distributed into the at-
mosphere by using a extinction depth. The low level
horizontal winds including the winds induced by the
fires are fed into the fire spread formula. The cou-
pled model has been evaluated against an Australian
grass fire experiment F19 (Cheney et al. 1995) and a
simulation of the grass fire experiment using wildland–
urban interface fire dynamics simulator (WFDS, Mell
et al. 2006), which includes a more physically based
fire spread.

More than 20 simulations were completed. In all
simulations, the domain size was 3200 m (x) × 3200
m (y) × 2000 m (z). The domain was covered by a
grid mesh of 320 (x) × 320 (y) × 81 (z). The vertical
grid was stretched and the minimum grid size was 5 m
near the surface. A geostrophic wind of 5.5 m s−1 and
constant with height was specified in each simulation.

To develop two different types of ABL, different sur-
face heat fluxes and initial heights of the boundary
layer top (zi) were used. The values (from Moeng and
Sullivan, 1994) are listed in the Table 1. In the CBL
case, the surface heat flux was 240 W m−2 and initial
zi was 978 m. In the convective rolls case, they were
20 W m−2 and 468 m respectively. The convective
velocities in the two types of ABL are also listed in the
table.

The fuel was tall grass as in the Australian fire ex-
periment. The empirical fire spread formula described
by Hirsch (1996) was chosen. In the simulations, the
winds at 5 m above ground level (AGL) were fed into
the fire spread formula.

In order to efficiently examine the effects of bound-
ary layer turbulence on the spread of fires, eight fires
were ignited at the same time but in different loca-
tions in most of the simulations. In one case, just two
fires were set. All fires in the simulations started af-
ter a steady state of the boundary layer statistics was
reached. The fires lasted for 5 minutes in all simu-
lations except for the two–fire case in which the fires
lasted for 10 minutes.

3. Simulation Results

3.1. Fires in CBL

Figure 1 shows the vertical profiles of u, v and w vari-
ances (left) and the vertical profiles of the horizontal
mean u, v and wind speed (right) in the CBL at 3600 s
into the simulation. By this time the CBL has reached

Table 1: Parameters for CBL and convective rolls

CBL
convective

rolls

Heat flux at
surface (W m−2)

240 20

initial zi (m) 937 468
convective velocity (w∗,m s−1) 2.0 0.7

its steady state. The variances are in their forms sim-
ilar to those described by Moeng and Sullivan (1994).
The horizontal mean wind speed is approximately uni-
form through the boundary layer except near surface
indicating a well-mixed boundary layer.
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Figure 1: Vertical profiles of w, u, and v variances (left)
and horizontal means of u, v and horizontal wind speed
(right) in the CBL at the 3600 sec into the simulation.

At this time, 8 same fires were ignited at different
locations. The initial fire line length (Lig) was 200 m.
The 8 fires evolved differently. Figure 2 shows the fire
lines of 8 fires at the end of the 5–minute simulation.
Not only the shapes of the fire lines are quite different
among the 8 fires, but also the burnt areas. The largest
area burnt is about twice as big as the smallest one.
Associated with each fire, during its evolution, were
variations in the rate of spread (ROS) and direction
of spread due to the changes in the wind speed and
direction at the fire line.
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Figure 2: Fire lines of 8 fires (initial fire line length was
200 m) in the CBL at 5 mins after the fires started.
Arrows are the horizontal wind vectors at 5 m AGL.

Wildland fires usually do not start large but grow
large from small fires that are in favorable conditions.
To examine how small fires grow large two small fires
were ignited with 20 m Lig. Figure 3 shows the fire
lines of the two fires at the end of the 10–minute sim-
ulation. One of the fires burnt an area considerably
larger than the other one. The reason for the difference
in the burnt area is evident in Figure 4, which shows
the time histories of the maximum ROS associated with
the two individual fires. In the first 100 seconds, the
difference in the maximum ROS was small between
the two fires. But the maximum ROS associated with
one fire (blue) doubled in the time from 100 s to 200
s while the maximum ROS for the other fire (black)
stayed about the same. The resulting difference in the
maximum ROS between the two fires remained almost
constant for the rest of the simulation and lead to the
difference in the burnt area between the two fires.

Why are there such big differences among the 8 fires
shown in Figure 2 and the 2 fires in Figure 3? Given
that a homogeneous fuel bed and flat terrain were used
in the simulations, the only factor that could make the
same initial fires evolve differently is the wind (speed
and direction) at 5 m AGL. The wind was a combina-
tion of the ambient wind and the fire–induced wind.
In the CBL, the ambient wind was turbulent. It will
therefore contribute to the differences among the fires.

Figure 3: Fire lines of 2 fires (20 m Lig) in the CBL
at 10 minutes after the fires started. Arrows are the
horizontal wind vectors at 5 m AGL.

Figure 4: Time histories of maximum ROS associated
with the two fires (20 m Lig) in the CBL.

Fires can also generate circulations due to their
buoyant plumes. In addition, the fire plumes might
interact with the large eddies in the CBL to produce
differences in the wind. So both the ambient wind and
the fire induced wind produced the differences among
the fires. Which one is the main contributor, the am-
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bient turbulent wind or the fire induced wind ? To ad-
dress this question, the wind has to be separated into
the two components. The separation was implemented
by turning off the addition of the energy from the fires
into the UULES atmosphere. This means that no flow
was induced by the fires and the fires were only driven
by the ambient wind. We named this type of coupling
’one–way coupling’, and the previous coupling method
’two-way coupling’. The ’one–way coupling’ model be-
haves like an operational firespread prediction model,
such as FARSITE (Finney 1998). The same simulation
such as shown in Figure 2 was re-computed using the
’one–way coupling’ method.

Figure 5 shows the overlay of the fire lines of 8 fires
for the ’two-way coupling’ case (yellow) and the fire
lines of 8 fires for the ’one–way coupling’ case (blue)
at the end of the 5–minute simulations. Fires in the
’one–way coupling’ case burnt smaller areas than those
in the ’two-way coupling’ case. There were variations
in the fire line shape and the burnt area among the 8
fires in the ’one–way coupling’ case. But the variations
were much smaller than those in the ’two-way coupling’
case, indicting that the fire–induced flow was mainly
responsible for the differences among the 8 fires in the
Figure 2. The fires in the ’one–way coupling’ case
tended to spread to the flanks of the fires a little more
than that in the ’two–way coupling’ case. This suggests
that the fire induced wind mainly spread the fires in the
downwind direction.

Figure 5: Overlay of fire lines of 8 fires (200 m Lig)
in the ’two–way coupling’ case (yellow) and ’one–way
coupling’ (blue) case in the CBL at 5 mins after the
fires started

To quantify the differences among the fires in the
CBL, the frequency distributions of several fire vari-
ables were calculated based on 24 fires from 3 8–fire
simulations. The time interval between the 3 simula-
tions was 5 minutes, longer than the integral time scale
of the turbulent motion. Figure 6 shows the time
histories of the cumulative frequency distributions of
burnt areas of 24 fires in the ’two–way’ coupling case
(left) and in the ’one–way coupling’ case (right). In
each plot the black (blue) line represents the small-
est (largest) area burnt among the 24 fires. The red
line represents the median area. Both the sizes of the
burnt areas and the differences among the 24 fires in
the ’one–way coupling’ case are about half of those in
the ’two–way coupling’ case. The largest burnt area
in the ’one–way’ coupling case is about the same as
the smallest one in the ’two–way coupling’ case. In
the ’two–way coupling’ case, the largest burnt area is
more than twice as big as the smallest. These results
indicate that the fire–induced wind was the main con-
tributor to the differences among the fires in the CBL.

Figure 6: Time histories of the cumulative frequency
distributions of the burnt areas based on 24 fires in the
’two-way coupling’ case (left) and ’one-way coupling’
case (right) in the CBL

Figure 7 illustrates the time histories of cumulative
frequency distributions of maximum ROS in the ’two-
way coupling’ case and in the ’one-way coupling’ case.
Both the maximum ROS and the differences among
them in the ’two-way coupling’ case are significantly
larger than that in the ’one–way coupling’ case.
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Figure 7: Time histories of the cumulative frequency
distributions of the maximum ROSes based on 24 fires
in the ’two-way coupling’ case (left) and one-way cou-
pled case (right) in the CBL

To further illustrate the differences among the fires
in the CBL, burn probabilities were calculated based on
24 fires in both ’two-way coupling’ case and ’one-way
coupling’ case at the end of the 5-minute simulations.
These are shown in Figures 8 and 9. In each figure,
the contours labeled 1.0 indicates that the region inside
the contour was burnt by all 24 fires. The 0.5 contour
indicates that the region inside the contour was burnt
by at least 12 fires. The outermost shaded contour
shows the area burnt by at least one fire. In the ’two–
way coupling’ case the fires spread over a large area.
In the ’one-way coupling’ case, all the fires were con-
tained in a smaller area, but there was still uncertainty
about burning between the 1.0 contour and outermost
shaded contour. This uncertainty might be bigger than
the uncertainty in the ROS formula due to its empirical
nature. Since the ’one–way coupling’ model behaves
like operational models, Figure 9 suggests that fire
spread is not deterministic in the CBL even if the fire–
induced wind is not considered. The turbulent flow
in the CBL affects how a fire spreads. A probabilistic
prediction of the fire spread that can take into account
the random components might make the fire spread
formula currently used in the operational model more
useful. In the ’two–way coupling’ case the uncertainty
is much bigger than the ’one–way coupling’ case. This
again suggests the potential importance of the proba-
bilistic prediction of the fire spread.
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Figure 8: Burn probability based on 24 fires (200m Lig)
in the CBL at 5 mins after the fires started.
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Figure 9: Burn probability based on 24 fires (200m Lig)
from the one-way coupled case in the CBL at 5 mins
after the fires started.

3.2. Fires in convective rolls

Figure 10 shows the profiles of the u, v and w vari-
ances (left plot) and the profiles of the horizontal mean
u, v and wind speed (right plot) in the ABL with con-
vective rolls at 5400 s into the simulation. A steady
state ABL has been achieved by this time. Compared
with the properties in the CBL, variances are smaller
due to the smaller surface heat flux and depth of the
boundary layer. The wind speed was also smaller at 5
m AGL in the convective rolls.
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Figure 10: Vertical profiles of w, u, and v variances
(left) and horizontal means of u, v and horizontal wind
speed (right) in the ABL with the convective rolls at
the 5400 sec into the simulation.

Figure 11 shows the vertical velocity at 147 m AGL,
about 1/3 of the ABL depth, and the horizontal winds
at 5 m AGL. The convective rolls were are obvious.
There were variations in the surface wind speed and
direction, but not as large as in the CBL case. Weak
convergence of winds at 5 m AGL occurred underneath
the updraft region of the convective rolls and weak di-
vergence underneath the downdraft region of the con-
vective rolls. The purpose of studying fires in this type
of boundary layer is to examine how the variations in
the winds and their convergence and divergence affect
the spread of the fires and how differently the fires
evolve.

8 fires were ignited in the convective rolls. The fires
had the same Lig and were ignited at the same loca-
tions as the 8 fires in the CBL. Figure 12 shows the
fire lines of 8 fires at the end of a 5-minute simulation.
There are differences in the fire line shape and burnt
area among the fires. But the differences are not as
significant as that among the fires in the CBL shown
in Figure 2. One reason for this is that the turbu-
lence was not as intense in the convective rolls case as
in the CBL case. Because the convergence and diver-
gence were weak compared to the fire–induced winds it
is hard to see the effects of the divergence and conver-
gence on the evolution of the fires. Only the top two
fires in Figure 12 were mainly located in a convergence
region during the simulation. All other fires were in di-
vergence regions. The areas burnt by the two fires in
the convergence regions are relatively small compared
with the other fires. To see this effect more clearly,
stronger convergence and divergence have to be devel-
oped at the level where fires spread.

Figure 11: Vertical velocity at 147 m AGL in the ABL
with the convective rolls at 5400 sec into the simula-
tion. Arrows are horizontal wind vectors at 5 m AGL.

Figure 12: Fire lines of 8 fires (200 m Lig) in the ABL
with convective rolls at 5 mins after the fires started.
Arrows are the horizontal wind vectors at 5 m AGL.

Time histories of the cumulative frequency distribu-
tions of the burnt area and the maximum ROS are
calculated based on 24 fires in the convective rolls and
are shown in the Figure 13. Compared with the cor-
responding plots in the CBL case in the Figure 6 and
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Figure 7, the minimum values of the burnt area and
the maximum ROS are about the same in the convec-
tive rolls as in the CBL. But variations in both variables
are smaller in the convective rolls than in the CBL. This
is also shown in the Figure 14. Figure 14 presents
the burn probabilities based on 24 fires. Due to less
intense turbulence, fires in the convective rolls tend to
burn towards the flanks of the fires less than in the
CBL. The difference between the 1.0 contour and the
outmost shaded contour in Figure 14 is not as big as
in the Figure 8.
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Figure 13: Time histories of the cumulative frequency
distributions of the burnt area and maximum ROS
based on 24 fires in the CBL.
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Figure 14: Burn probability based on 24 fires (initial
fire line length was 200m) in the ABL with convective
rolls at 5 mins after the fires started.

3.3. Effect of Lig on the fire variation

In the CBL, turbulence may have different effects on

different sizes of fires. To investigate this, 6 different
Ligs were used to simulate fires in CBL. The Ligs were
20 m, 50 m, 100 m, 150 m, 200 m, and 250 m. For
each Lig, 3 simulations with 8 fires in each (totally 24
fires) were completed. The left plot in the Figure 15
shows the mean burnt area of 24 fires and the stan-
dard deviation of burnt areas of 24 fires for each Lig.
The standard deviation generally increases as Lig de-
creases. The maximum difference among the standard
deviations is about 25% of the minimum standard de-
viation. There are hardly any differences between the
standard deviations of the 20 m and 50 m Ligs and be-
tween the standard deviations of the 200 m and 250 m
Ligs. The growth of the standard deviations are mainly
due to the growth of the mean burnt areas. In the right
plot, the vertical axis is the standard deviation normal-
ized by the corresponding mean burnt areas. It shows
that the normalized standard deviation approximately
ranges from 0.17 to 0.25 after the fires reach larger
sizes. The standard deviations in the convective rolls
ABL for the 200 m Lig case are also shown in the two
plots. Standard deviations are smaller in the convec-
tive rolls than in the CBL. Figure 15 suggests that
it
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Figure 15: Mean burnt area versus standard devia-
tion (left) of burnt areas of 24 fires and mean burnt
area versus standard deviation normalized by the mean
burnt area (right) of 24 fires for each initial fire line
length case in the CBL and ABL with the convective
rolls.

might be possible to parameterize the variability of
burnt area. Such a parameterization would allow oper-
ational models which do not account for effects of tur-
bulence on fires to predict how fires spread in a more
realistic way.
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3.4. Mechanisms of fire–induced flow and its effect on
fire spread

As shown in section 3.1, the differences among the
fires in the CBL were mainly due to the fire–induced
wind. How was the fire–induced wind generated? How
did the fire–induced wind affect the fire spread? We
believe that there are two main mechanisms for produc-
ing fire–induced flows in the CBL. The first one was
suggested by Clark et al. (1996). Clark et al. argued
that, in a mean ambient wind, the convective column
is tied to the fire at the surface and tilts downstream
with height. The effect of downstream tilting is to shift
the center of the low-level convergence pattern ahead
of the fire front. If this convergence zone remains in
front of but adjacent to the fireline, then a flow will
be continuously induced across the fire line. The other
mechanism for the fire–induced flow is the downdraft
behind the fire line. It is generated by the interaction
between the fire plume and the large eddies in the CBL.

Figure 16: Vertical velocity at 147 m AGL (colored
contour). Fire lines are white. Arrows are wind vectors
at 5 m AGL.

Figure 16 shows the vertical velocity at 147 m AGL
and the horizontal wind vectors at 5 m AGL at the end
of a 5–minute fire simulation in the CBL. The white
contours are the fire lines. Ahead of each fire there is a
convergence zone, that induces a flow across the head
fire line. Behind the head fire lines of most large fires
there are strong downdrafts. An exception is the fire
at the top right. Behind the head fire lines of the two
small fires (left bottom fire and second fire from the

bottom on the right), there is either an updraft or a
weak downdraft.

Figure 17: X–Z vertical cross-section of vertical veloc-
ity through y = 400 m.

Figure 18: Like Figure 16 for u perturbation at 5 m
AGL.

The role of the downdrafts behind the fire lines is
to bring down higher momentum air from aloft to the
height level at which fires spread. Figure 17 shows a
vertical cross section of the vertical velocity field along
y = 400 m in Figure 16 through a large fire and a small
fire at the end of 5–minute simulation. The small fire
is mainly in the updraft region. It stayed in the up-
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draft region throughout most of the simulation. Even
through in the early stage of the simulation the small
fire had a downdraft behind it, the downdraft did not
remain behind the fire. Behind the large fire there was
a strong downdraft. The large fire started in the down-
draft region. The fire plume enhanced the downdraft
behind it and the downdraft remained behind the fire
throughout the simulation. This downdraft continu-
ously transported higher momentum air from upper to
low levels. The increased wind spread made the fire
burn an larger area than the fire in the updraft region.

Figure 18 shows the perturbation field of u (wind
in west–east direction) at 5 m AGL at the end of the
simulation. Large fires are associated with the positive
perturbations behind the head fire lines. The perturba-
tions associated with small fires are apparently weaker.
This pattern remained in place for most of simulation
time, and explained why the large fires grew large and
the small fires had smaller burnt areas.

4. Conclusions

This study has examined the evolution of grass fires in
two types of the ABL, the CBL and convective rolls.
Fires grow differently under the same boundary layer
conditions. The development of the fires has a signifi-
cant random component. Fire spread is not determin-
istic in the ABL. A probabilistic prediction method is
warranted. In the CBL, the fire induced flow appears
to be the main contributor to the variability of the
fires. One of the mechanisms for the induced flow is
the downdraft behind the head fire line. It is the result
of the interaction between the fire induced circulation
(fire plume) and the large eddies in the ABL. If the
downdraft remains behind the head fire line, the fire is
in a favorable configuration to grow larger. The effect
of the initial fire line length on the variations among
the fires in the CBL is also examined. The variation
among the fires increases as the initial fire line length
decreases. But this effect is not strong. The variation
among the fires increases mainly due to the growth of
the fires. Fires in the convective rolls ABL are less vari-
able than in the CBL in this study. One reason is that
the turbulent motion in the convective rolls ABL was
less intense.
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